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egularizing seismic inverse problems by model
eparameterization using plane-wave construction
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ABSTRACT

We define plane-wave construction �PWC�, an operator
for generating data aligned along predefined locally variable
slopes, as the inverse of plane-wave destruction, an operator
used for measuring the slopes. PWC can be applied for effi-
cient regularization of seismic estimation problems. Using
simple examples, we demonstrate how PWC enhances the
coherency of seismic images, improves velocity estimation
methods, and separates primaries and multiples with a pat-
tern-based approach.

INTRODUCTION

Model reparameterization �Harlan, 1995� is a form of inverse
roblem regularization particularly attractive for large-scale, under-
etermined estimation problems typical in geophysics �Fomel and
laerbout, 2003�. Reparameterization constrains the estimated
odel by using a preconditioning operator to force a particular be-

avior. In seismic application, the desirable behavior is often associ-
ted with locally planar structures.

To estimate slopes of locally planar events, Fomel �2002� devel-
ped a method of plane-wave destruction �PWD� following earlier
deas of Claerbout �1992�. PWD predicts each seismic trace from its
eighbor by following local plane-wave slopes, then estimates the
lopes by subtracting the prediction and minimizing the error. High-
rder, accurate destruction filters are used for estimating local slopes
f seismic events and can be applied to problems such as fault detec-
ion, data regularization, and noise attenuation. Estimating local
lopes can also replace traditional velocity analysis and enable ve-
ocity-independent time-domain seismic imaging �Fomel, 2005b�.

In this paper, we introduce plane-wave construction �PWC�, the
nverse of the PWD operator. We show that PWC is an efficient regu-
arizer for speeding up iterative optimization that involves models
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ith local plane-wave structure. In that sense, one can view PWC as
higher-order generalization of steering filters, which steer model

stimations toward local dips �Clapp et al., 1998a, 2004�. We illus-
rate PWC applications using existing data sets from the field.

The immediate effect of PWC is to smooth the data along domi-
ant event slopes. In application to coherency enhancement in seis-
ic images, iterative least-squares inversion with PWC reparame-

erization extracts portions of the image aligned with the dominant
lopes. Using PWC with iterative reweighting preserves fault geom-
try during coherency enhancement. When applied to the classic ve-
ocity estimation problem, PWC forces consistency between the ve-
ocity structure and reflector geometry. In the multiple suppression
roblem, PWC reparameterization can separate primary and multi-
le events based on differences in their local slopes.

PWC requires sequential seismic traces. It may not be immediate-
y applicable to 3D problems, but transformation from plane-wave
onstruction to plane-wave shaping �Fomel, 2005a� addresses this
roblem �Fomel and Guitton, 2005�.

PLANE-WAVE CONSTRUCTION DEFINED

The PWC operator is the mathematical inverse of the PWD opera-
or. Let us represent a seismic section s as a collection of traces:
= �s1 s2 . . . sN�T. A PWD operator �Fomel, 2002� predicts each

race from its neighbor and subtracts the prediction from the original
race. In the linear operator notation, we can write the PWD operator
s

r = Ds , �1�

here r is the destruction residual and D is the destruction operator,
efined as
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= IN − P = �
I 0 0 ¯ 0

− P1,2 I 0 ¯ 0

0 − P2,3 I ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

0 0 ¯ − PN−1,N I
� , �2�

here I stands for the identity operator, P is the prediction operator
efined by Fomel �2002�, and Pi,j describes the prediction of trace j
rom trace i. We predict a trace by shifting the original trace along the
ominant event slope. We then estimate the dominant slope by mini-
izing the prediction error �which is the output of D� using regular-

zed least-squares optimization. Regularization constrains the esti-
ated slopes to vary smoothly inside the data space.
The PWC operator C is the inverse of D:

C = �
I 0 0 ¯ 0

− P1,2 I 0 ¯ 0

0 − P2,3 I ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

0 0 ¯ − PN−1,N I
�

−1

=�
I 0 0 ¯ 0

P1,2 I 0 ¯ 0

P1,2P2,3 P2,3 I ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

P1,2 ¯ PN−1,N P2,3 ¯ PN−1,N ¯ PN−1,N I
�

=�
I 0 0 ¯ 0

P1,2 I 0 ¯ 0

P1,3 P2,3 I ¯ 0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

P1,N P2,N ¯ PN−1,N I
� , �3�

igure 1. �a� Seismic image after prestack time migration. �b� Local
lane-wave destruction.
For efficiency, we apply PWC as a recursive triangular inversion.
e compute the output of

c = Cs = �c1 c2 . . . sN�T �4�
ecursively as

c1 = s1, ck = sk + Pk−1,kck−1

k = 2, 3, . . . , N . �5�

he PWC operator c is a smoothing operator along local plane
aves. Reparameterization by the PWC operator C provides effec-

ive regularization and can help accelerate the convergence of itera-
ive optimization in inverse problems �Harlan, 1995; Fomel and
laerbout, 2003�. When we use PWC reparameterization in least-

quares inversion of the forward modeling operator

d = Lm = LCp , �6�
WC leads to the formal inversion

m̂ = Cp̂ = CCT�LCCTLT + �2IN�−1d . �7�
ere, m is the model, p̂ is the reparameterized model, d is the ob-

erved data, � is the regularization parameter, and m̂ is the regular-
zed model estimate. The CCT operator functions as the model cova-
iance operator. In large-scale problems, we can compute the inver-
ion in equation 7 by an iterative conjugate-gradient algorithm. Fo-
el and Claerbout �2003� suggest a different approach to recursive
lter reparameterization, based on the helix transformation �Claer-
out, 1998�.

The total cost of plane-wave construction is proportional to the
ata size and to the cost of an elementary prediction, Pk−1,k, which op-
rates at the speed of tridiagonal inversion for a matrix of the trace-
ength size �Fomel, 2002�. This operation is comfortably efficient in
ractical applications.

APPLICATIONS

Following are three practical applications of PWC reparameter-
zation in solving inverse problems.

Coherency enhancement

The simplest kind of regularized inversion in-
volves I from equation 6 as the identity operator
IN. The corresponding application of PWC repa-
rameterization results in a deconvolution that en-
hances both the continuity and structural consis-
tency of seismic images.

Acoherency enhancement operator is

h = Hs = CWCT�CWCT + �2IN�−1s . �8�

We add a diagonal weighting operator W to pre-
vent plane-wave smoothing across structural dis-
continuities, and we define W as a diagonalized
magnitude of p from an unweighted inversion in
equation 7. When iterated, this method corre-
sponds to iteratively reweighted least squares
with a simulated L1 norm for vector p �Trad
et al., 2003�.

We apply coherency enhancement to a time-
migrated seismic image from a Gulf of Mexico
data set �Claerbout, 2005�, shown in Figure 1. We
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estimate local event slopes �Figure 1a� to define
the PWC operator. Figure 2 shows the output of
coherency enhancement using equation 8 and the
corresponding noise component removed from
the data. Coherency enhancement highlights lo-
cally continuous reflectors while preserving the
geometry of faults. Hockers and Fehmers �2002�
describe a similar effect, which they called Van
Gogh filtering for the brush-stroke appearance of
the resulting seismic image.

Velocity estimation

To demonstrate an application of PWC to the
seismic velocity estimation problem, we used the
same data set shown in Figure 1. We then chose a
simple Dix inversion formula �Dix, 1955� applied
for interval velocity estimation. Formulating Dix
inversion as a regularized estimation problem
rendered the forward operator L in equations 6
and 7 into a simple integration �Clapp et al.,
1998b; Valenciano et al., 2004�. PWC reparame-
terization, using the dip field estimated from the
seismic image, forces the estimated velocity to
follow the geological structure.

Figure 3 shows the resultant interval velocity
model. Compare this model with Figure 4, which
shows the contrast between the input and predict-
ed rms migration velocity. The estimated model
not only explains the observed data but also fol-
lows a geological structure consistent with the
seismic image.

Multiple suppression

Separation of primary and multiple reflections
is one of the most important tasks in seismic data
processing. Slope-based prediction, such as PWC
reparameterization, can be a useful method for
separating multiples from primaries. A character-
istic that distinguishes surface-related multiple
events is variation among slopes as a result of dif-
fering apparent velocities. The advantage of us-
ing a slope-based prediction is that, for estimating
dominant slopes of multiple events, we can uti-
lize models of the multiples that may have incor-
rect amplitudes and wavelets as long as they cor-
rectly predict event geometry �Guitton, 2005�.
Figure 5 shows an example of a multiple-infested
common-midpoint �CMP� gather from the Mobil
amplitude-variation-with-offset �AVO� data set
�Keys and Foster, 1998�, its prediction with the
surface-related multiple elimination �SRME�
method �Verschuur et al., 1992�, and two domi-
nant slopes estimated from the data and corre-
sponding to primary and multiple reflections.
Even though SRME does not provide correct am-
plitudes and wavelets in predicting the multiple
events, it can guide the slope estimation method
toward extracting the dominant slopes of these
events.
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Using the PWC operator, the model of the data is �Nemeth et al.,
000; Guitton, 2002�

d = Cpp + Cnn = �Cp Cn��p

n
� , �9�

here Cp is plane-wave construction along primary slopes and Cn is
lane-wave construction along multiple slopes. In accordance with
quation 7, the least-squares estimate of the multiples is

m̂ = Cnn̂ = CnCn
T�CpCp

T + CnCn
T + �2IN�−1d . �10�

Figure 6 shows the estimated primary and multiple events and

igure 5. �a� CMP gather from the Mobil AVO data set �b� multiple m
elated multiple elimination prediction, �c� estimated dominant slop
ections. �d� Estimated dominant slope of the multiple reflections.

igure 6. �a� Estimated primary reflections �data with multiples rem
ultiple reflections, �c� velocity scan of the original gather, �d� veloci
fter multiple suppression.
omparison of velocity semblance scans before and after multiple
uppression. Using PWC removes a large portion of the multiple en-
rgy from the data.

CONCLUSIONS

The PWC operator generates models aligned with predefined lo-
ally variable dips. It is the inverse of plane-wave destruction, an op-
rator used for measuring local dips. It is applicable as a model regu-
arizer in seismic estimation problems such as coherency enhance-

ent, velocity estimation, and multiple suppression. As an efficient
perator for smoothing data along dominant event slopes, PWC can
e incorporated for regularization of any inversion problems that op-

erate with locally planar data. We anticipate more
applications of the proposed method that go be-
yond applications discussed here.
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